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Abstract. In the context of multilabel classification, the learning from
imbalanced data is getting considerable attention recently. Several algo-
rithms to face this problem have been proposed in the late five years, as
well as various measures to assess the imbalance level. Some of the pro-
posed methods are based on resampling techniques, a very well-known
approach whose utility in traditional classification has been proven.

This paper aims to describe how a specific characteristic of multil-
abel datasets (MLDs), the level of concurrence among imbalanced labels,
could have a great impact in resampling algorithms behavior. Towards
this goal, a measure named SCUMBLE, designed to evaluate this con-
currence level, is proposed and its usefulness is experimentally tested.
As a result, a straightforward guideline on the effectiveness of multil-
abel resampling algorithms depending on MLDs characteristics can be
inferred.

Keywords: MultilabelClassification, ImbalancedLearning,Resampling,
Measures.

1 Introduction

Multilabel classification (MLC) [1] models are designed to predict the subset
of labels associated to each instance in an MLD, instead of only one class as
traditional classifiers do. It is a task useful in fields such as automated tag
suggestion [2], protein classification [3], and object recognition in images [4],
among others. Many different methods have been proposed lately to accomplish
this problem.

The number of instances in which each label appears is not homogeneous. In
fact, most MLDs show big differences in label frequencies. This peculiarity is
known as imbalance [5], and it has been profoundly studied in traditional classi-
fication. In the context of MLC, several proposals to deal with imbalanced MLDs
[6–12] have been made lately. Despite these efforts, there are still some aspects
regarding imbalanced learning in MLC that would need additional analysis.
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Resampling techniques are commonly used in non-MLDs [13], hence they are
an obvious choice to face the same problem with MLDs. Notwithstanding, the
nature of MLDs can be a challenge for resampling algorithms. In this paper we
will show how a specific characteristic of these datasets, the joint presence of
labels with different frequencies in the same instance, could prevent the goal of
these algorithms. We hypothesized that this symptom, the concurrence among
imbalanced labels, would influence the resampling algorithms behavior. A new
measure, named SCUMBLE (Score of ConcUrrence among iMBalanced LabEls)
and designed explicitly to assess this causality, will be proposed. Its effectiveness
will be experimentally demonstrated.

The SCUMBLE measure was conceived aiming to know how difficult would
be to work with a certain MLD for resampling algorithms. Its goal is to ap-
praise the concurrence among imbalanced labels, giving as result a score easily
interpretable. This score will be in the range [0,1]. A low score would denote an
MLD with not much concurrence among imbalanced labels, whereas a high one
would evidence the opposite case. Our hypothesis was that the lower the score
obtained, the better the resampling algorithms would work. In the future, some
recently published ideas, such as the modularity-based label grouping introduced
in [14], could be included in our framework as additional means to obtain label
concurrence data.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 offers a brief intro-
duction to MLC, as well as a description on how the learning from imbalanced
MLDs has been faced. In Section 3 the problem of concurrence among imbal-
anced level in MLDs will be defined, and how to assess this concurrence using
the proposed measured will be explained. Section 4 describes the experimental
framework used, as well as the obtained results from experimentation. Finally,
Section 5 will offer the conclusions.

2 Preliminaries

In this section a concise introduction to multilabel classification is offered, along
with a description on how the learning from imbalanced MLDs has been faced
until now.

2.1 Multilabel Classification

Currently, there are many domains [3, 4, 15–18] in which each instance is not
associated to an exclusive class, but to a group of them. In this context the
classes are named labels, and the set of labels that belongs to a data sample is
called labelset. Let D be an MLD, Di the i-th instance, and L the full set on
labels on D. The goal of a multilabel classifier is to predict a set Zi ⊆ L with
the labelset for Di.

Multilabel classification has been traditionally faced through two different ap-
proaches [1]. The first one, called data transformation, aims to produce binary or
multiclass datasets from an MLD, allowing the use of non-MLC algorithms. The
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second, known as algorithm adaptation, has the goal of adapting established
algorithms to work natively with MLDs. The two most common transforma-
tion methods are Binary Relevance (BR) [19] and Label Powerset (LP) [20].
The former produces several binary datasets from an MLD, one for each label.
The latter transforms the MLD in a multiclass dataset, taking each labelset as
class identifier. Regarding adapted algorithms, the number of proposals is quite
high. There are multilabel KNN classifiers such as ML-kNN [21], multilabel trees
based on C4.5 [22], and multilabel SVMs such as [17], as well as a profusion of
algorithms based on ensembles of BR and LP classifiers. A recent review on
multilabel classification algorithms can be found in [23].

Thus far, most proposed multilabel measures are focused in assessing the
number of labels and labelsets. The most common are the total number of labels
|L|, label cardinality (Card), which is the average number of labels per instance,
and label density, obtained as Card/|L|.
2.2 Learning from Imbalanced Data

Imbalanced learning is a well-known problem in traditional classification [5],
having been faced through three main approaches [24]. First, through algorithmic
adaptations [25] of existent classifiers, the imbalance is taken into account in the
classification process. Second, the preprocessing approach aims to balance class
distributions by way of data resampling, creating [26] (oversampling) or removing
[27] (undersampling) data samples. Third, cost sensitive classification [28] is a
combination of the two previous approaches. The data resampling approach
has the advantage of being classifier independent, and its effectiveness has been
proven in many scenarios.

In the MLC field, both the algorithmic adaptation and the data resampling
approaches have been applied. The former is present in [6–8], while the latter
appears in [10–12]. There are also proposals based on the use of ensemble of
classifiers, such as [9].

When it comes to assess the imbalance level in MLDs, the measures in Equa-
tion 1 and Equation 2 are proposed in [11]. Let D be an MLD, Y the full set of
labels in it, y the label being analyzed, and Yi the labelset of i-th instance in D.
IRLbl is a measure calculated individually for each label. The higher is the IRLbl
the larger would be the imbalance, allowing to know what labels are in minority
or majority. MeanIR is the average IRLbl for an MLD, useful to estimate the
global imbalance level.

IRLbl(y) =

Y|Y |

argmax

y′=Y1

(

|D|∑

i=1

h(y′, Yi))

|D|∑

i=1

h(y, Yi)

, h(y, Yi) =

{
1 y ∈ Yi

0 y /∈ Yi

. (1)

MeanIR =
1

|Y |
Y|Y |∑

y=Y1

(IRLbl(y)). (2)
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Even though the previously cited proposals for facing imbalanced learning in
MLC achieve some good results, their behavior is heavily influenced by MLDs
characteristics. In the following we will focus in this topic, specifically in regard
to data resampling solutions.

3 MLDs and Resampling Algorithms Behavior

Most traditional resampling methods do their job by removing instances with
the most frequent class, or creating new samples from instances associated to
the least frequent one. Since each instance can belong to one class only, these
actions would effectively balance the classes frequencies. However, this is not
necessarily the case when working with MLDs.

3.1 Concurrence among Imbalanced Labels in MLDs

The instances in a MLD are usually associated simultaneously to two or more
labels. It is entirely possible that one of those labels is the minority label, while
other is the majority one. In the most extreme situation, all the appearances of
the minority label could be jointly with the majority one, into the same instances.
In practice the scenario would be more complicated, as commonly there are more
than one minority/majority label in an MLD. Therefore, the potential existence
of instances associated to minority and majority labels at once is very high. This
fact is what we called concurrence among imbalanced labels.

A multilabel oversampling algorithm that clones minority instances, such as
the proposed in [11], or that generates new samples from existing ones preserving
the labelsets, as is the case in [12], could be also increasing the number of in-
stances associated to majority labels. Thus, the imbalance level would be hardly
reduced if there is a high level of concurrence among imbalanced labels. In the
same way, a multilabel undersampling algorithm designed to remove instances
from the majority labels, such as the proposed in [11], could inadvertently cause
also a loss of samples associated to the minority ones.

The ineffectiveness of these resampling methods, when they are used with
certain MLDs, would be noticed once the preprocessing is applied and the clas-
sification results are evaluated. This process will need computing power and
time. For that reason, it would be desirable to know in advance the level of con-
currence among imbalanced labels that each MLD suffers, saving these valuable
resources.

3.2 The SCUMBLE Measure

The concurrence of labels in an MLD can be visually explored in some cases, as
shown in Figure 1. Each arc represents a label, being the arc’s length proportional
to the number of instances in which this label is present. The top diagram
corresponds to the genbase dataset. At the position of twelve o’clock appears a
label called P750 which is clearly a minority label. All the samples associated to
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Fig. 1. Label concurrence in genbase (top) and yeast MLDs
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this label also contains P271, another minority label. The same situation can be
seen with label P154. By contrast, in the yeast MLD (bottom diagram) is easy to
see that the samples associated to minority labels, such as Class14 and Class9,
appear always together with one or more majority labels. At first sight, that
the concurrence between imbalanced labels is higher in yeast than in genbase
could be concluded. However, this visual exploratory technique is not useful with
MLDs having more than a few dozens labels.

The SCUMBLE measure aims to quantify the imbalance variance among
the labels present in each data sample. This measure (Equation 3) is based
on the Atkinson index [29] and the IRLbl measure (Equation 1) proposed in
[11]. The former is an econometric measure directed to assess social inequali-
ties among individuals in a population. The latter is the measure that lets us
know the imbalance ratio of each label in an MLD. The Atkinson index is used
to know the diversity among people’s earnings, while our objective is to assess
the extend to which labels with different imbalance levels appear jointly. Our
hypothesis is that the higher is the concurrence level the harder would be the
work for resampling algorithms, and therefore the worse they would perform.

The Atkinson index is calculated using incomes, we used the imbalance level
of each label instead, taking each instance Di in the MLDD as a population, and
the active labels in Di as the individuals. If the label l is present in the instance
i then IRLblil = IRLbl(l). On the contrary, IRLblil = 0. IRLbli stands for
the average imbalance level of the labels appearing in instance i. The scores for
every sample are averaged, obtaining the final SCUMBLE value.

SCUMBLE(D) =
1

|D|
|D|∑

i=1

[1− 1

IRLbli
(

|L|∏

l=1

IRLblil)
(1/|L|)] (3)

Whether our initial hypothesis was correct or wrong, and therefore this mea-
sure is able to predict the difficulty that an MLD implies for resampling algo-
rithms or not, is something to be proven experimentally.

4 Experimentation and Analysis

This section starts describing the experimental framework used to assess the
usefulness of the SCUMBLE measure, and follows giving all the details about
the obtained results and their analysis.

4.1 Experimental Framework

To determine the usefulness of the SCUMBLE measure the six MLDs shown in
Table 1 were used. The rightmost column indicates each dataset’s origin. All of
them are imbalanced, so theoretically they could benefit from the application
of a resampling algorithm. Aside from the SCUMBLE measure, the MaxIR and
MeanIR values are also shown. These will be taken as reference point to the
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Table 1. Measures about imbalance on datasets before preprocessing

Dataset SCUMBLE MaxIR MeanIR Ref.

corel5k 0.3932 896.0000 168.7806 [4]
cal500 0.3369 133.1917 21.2736 [15]
enron 0.3023 657.0500 72.7730 [16]
yeast 0.1044 53.6894 7.2180 [17]
medical 0.0465 212.8000 72.1674 [18]
genbase 0.0283 136.8000 32.4130 [3]

posterior analysis. All the measures are average values from training partitions1

using a 2x5 folds scheme. The datasets appear in Table 1 sorted by SCUMBLE
value, from higher to lower. According to this measure, corel5k and cal500 would
be the most difficult MLDs, since they have a high level of concurrence among
labels with different imbalance levels. On the other hand, medical and genbase
would be the most benefited from resampling.

Regarding the resampling algorithms, the two proposed in [11] were applied.
Both are based on the LP transformation. LP-ROS does oversampling by cloning
instances with minority labelsets, whereas LP-RUS performs undersampling re-
moving samples associated to majority labelsets. All the dataset partitions were
preprocessed, and the imbalance measures were calculated for each algorithm.

4.2 Results and Analysis

Once the LP-ROS and LP-RUS resampling algorithm were applied, the imbal-
ance levels on the preprocessed MLDs were reevaluated. Table 2 shows the new
MaxIR and MeanIR values for each dataset. Comparing these values with the
ones shown in Table 1, it can be verified that a general improvement in the imbal-
ance levels has been achieved. Although there are some exceptions, in most cases
both MaxIR and MeanIR are lower after applying the resampling algorithms.

Table 2. Imbalance levels after applying resampling algorithms

LP-ROS LP-RUS
Dataset MaxIR MeanIR MaxIR MeanIR

corel5k 969.4000 140.7429 817.1000 155.0324
cal500 179.35838 25.4685 620.0500 68.6716
enron 710.9667 53.2547 133.1917 21.2736
yeast 15.4180 2.6116 83.8000 19.8844
medical 39.9633 10.5558 46.5698 6.3706
genbase 13.7030 4.5004 150.8000 51.1567

1 The dataset partitions used in this experimentation, as well as color version of all
figures, are available to download at http://simidat.ujaen.es/SCUMBLE.

http://simidat.ujaen.es/SCUMBLE
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Fig. 2. SCUMBLE vs changes in imbalance level after applying LP-ROS

It would be interesting to know if the imbalance reduction is proportionally
coherent with the values obtained from the SCUMBLE measure. The graphs in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 are aimed to visually illustrate the connection between
SCUMBLE values and the relative variations in imbalance levels. For each MLD,
the SCUMBLE value from Table 1 is represented along with the percentage
change in MaxIR and MeanIR after applying the LP-ROS/LP-RUS resampling
methods. The tendency for the three values among all the MLDs is depicted by
three logarithmic lines. As can be seen, a clear parallelism exists between the
continuous line, which corresponds to SCUMBLE, and the dashed lines. This
affinity is specially remarkable with the LP-RUS algorithm (Figure 3).

Although the previous figures allow to infer that an important correlation
between the SCUMBLE measure and the success of the resampling algorithms
exists, this relationship must be formally analyzed. To this end, a Pearson cor-
relation test was applied over the SCUMBLE values and the relative changes in
imbalance levels for each resampling algorithm. The resulting correlation coeffi-
cients and p-values are shown in Table 3. It can be seen that all the coefficients
are above 80%, and all the p-values are under 0.05. Therefore, a statistical cor-
relation between the SCUMBLE measure and the behavior of the tested resam-
pling algorithms can be concluded.

Following this analysis, it seems reasonable to avoid resampling algorithms
when the SCUMBLE measure for an MLD is well above 0.1, such as is the
case with corel5k, cal500 and enron. In this situation the benefits obtained from
resampling, if any, are very small. The result can even be a worsening of the
imbalance level. In average, the MeanIR for the three MLDs with SCUMBLE
> 0.3 has been reduced only a 6%, while the MaxIR is actually increasing in the
same percentage. By contrast, the average MeanIR reduction for the other three
MLDs, with SCUMBLE � 0.1, reaches 52% and the MaxIR reduction 54%.
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Fig. 3. SCUMBLE vs changes in imbalance level after applying LP-RUS

Table 3. Results from the Pearson correlation tests

SCUMBLE vs ΔMaxIR SCUMBLE vs ΔMeanIR
Algorithm Cor p-value Cor p-value

LP-ROS 0.8120 0.0497 0.9189 0.0096
LP-RUS 0.8607 0.0278 0.8517 0.0314

Aiming to know how these changes in the imbalance levels would influence
classification results, and if a correlation with SCUMBLE values exists, the
HOMER [30] algorithm was used, following a 2x5 folds cross-validation scheme.
It must be highlighted that the interest here is not in the raw performance values,
but in how they change after a resampling algorithm has been applied and how
this change correlates with SCUMBLE values. Therefore, the HOMER algorithm
is used only as a tool to obtain classification results before and after applying the
resampling. Any other MLC algorithm could be used for this task. Additionally,
the proposed SCUMBLE measure is not used in the experimentation to influence
the behavior of LP-ROS, LP-RUS or HOMER by any means. The goal is to
theoretically explore the correlation between changes in classification results and
SCUMBLE values.

Table 4 shows these results assessed with the F-measure, the harmonic mean
of precision and recall measures. It can be seen that with the three MLDs which
show high SCUMBLE values, the preprocessing has produced a remarkable de-
terioration in classification results. Among the other three MLDs the resampling
has improved them in some cases, while producing a slight worsening (less than
1%) in others. Therefore, even though the MLC algorithm behavior would be also
affected by other dataset characteristics, that the SCUMBLE measure would of-
fer valuable information to determine the convenience of applying a resampling
method can be concluded.
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Table 4. F-Measure values obtained by HOMER MLC algorithm

Dataset Base LP-RUS LP-ROS ΔRUS ΔROS

corel5k 0.3857 0.2828 0.2920 -26.6788 -24.2935
cal500 0.3944 0.3127 0.3134 -20.7150 -20.5375
enron 0.5992 0.5761 0.5874 -3.8551 -1.9693
yeast 0.6071 0.6950 0.6966 14.4787 14.7422
medical 0.9238 0.9158 0.9162 -0.8660 -0.8227
genbase 0.9896 0.9818 0.9912 -0.7882 0.1617

5 Conclusions

Multilabel classification has many applications nowadays, but usually MLDs
are imbalanced. This is a fact that challenges most MLC algorithms, and several
approaches to face it have been proposed lately. Some of them rely on resampling
techniques, through adaptations of algorithms that have proven their usefulness
in traditional classification. However, the specific nature of MLDs has to be taken
into account, since some of their characteristics could influence these algorithms
behavior.

In this paper the concurrence among imbalanced labels has been explained
and SCUMBLE, a new measure designed to assess this characteristic, has been
proposed. The suitability of this measure has been experimentally demonstrated
against six MLDs and two resampling algorithms. The conducted correlation
analysis, summarized in Table 3, has shown that the SCUMBLE measure can
be used to know in advance if resampling would be positive for a certain MLD or
not. This assumption has been corroborated by classification results, shown in
Table 4, which experiment a remarkable worsening when used with MLDs with
the highest SCUMBLE values.

Given this reality, a further and deeper analysis should be directed, involving
additional MLDs and other resampling algorithms. Notwithstanding it could be
concluded that basic resampling algorithms, which clone the labelsets in new
instances or remove samples, are not a general solution in the multilabel field.
More sophisticated approaches, which take into account the concurrence among
imbalanced labels, would be needed.
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